
416 FW Hole Sizes and Instruction Sheet 
Note: USING THIS DISPENSER REQUIRES CUTTING THE 

FRONT OF YOUR COUNTER 

Complete installation instructions on page 2 



 
 

#416-FW INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
TAKE-A-TICKET, INC. RECOMMENDS YOU HAVE A PROFESSIONAL CONTRACTOR INSTALL 
THIS UNIT. HERE ARE SOME SUGGESTIONS IF YOU CHOSE TO DO IT YOURSELF. 
 
Note: You may want to remove the loose top glass that is taped in before start or leave it taped in 
           and work carefully. 
 
# 7 STEPS FOR INSTALLATION: 

1. Determine best location for installation.  ARE YOU SURE? 
• The hole in the top of the counter is 18-1/2” wide and 18-7/8” deep (from the customer side 

to clerk side). If unit has a light then a small notch will need to be cut on the side with the 
cord for it to fit through. 

 

• The hole in the front of the counter on the customer side is 18-1/2” wide and 15” deep 
from top of the counter to the bottom of the cut.  

 

• Check for obstructions (conduit, pipes, safe) under the counter where this will be in-
stalled. These may have to be relocated. ARE YOU SURE? 

 

   2. Remove the drawers and adjustable extension from the dispenser. 
 

   3. Test placing the unit in the counter. Drop light cord in opening first. The metal frame on   
top  should line up with the front edge of the counter. Remove & adjust hole cut as needed 
until you have proper fit. 

 

          4. Place a small bead of caulking on counter top before final installation. Press down hard 
on frame for a tight seal. This will prevent spills from going under the counter. 

 

          5. Reinstall adjustable extension, drawers, and security/drip shield. Extension and drawers 
              can be adjusted with wing nuts to length best suited for clerks. The security/drip shield  
              fits on top of the adjustable extension using the double stick tape attached. Note: This 
              piece may not be needed. 
 

          6. Install the front cabinet trim around the front window on the customer side. The bottom    
piece has 45° angles on both ends. The two side pieces can be trimmed on the one flat 
end for proper fit. 

 

          7. Plug in the light, install the ticket packs, and sell your games. 
 
OPERATION OF ALL #416 ORIGINAL DISPENSERS 
 
           1. Hold ticket pack on both ends and flex up and down. This allows for easier dispensing. 
 

    2. Lay ticket pack in tray under the plastic rods 
 

    3. DO NOT feed the tickets over the rods. 
 

    4. Bottom glass is sealed in to prevent leaking under the counter. 
 

       5. Top glass is loose to allow cleaning and replacement. The suction cup provided should   
be used top remove the glass as soon after a spill as possible. Removal after the liquid 
has  dried is much more difficult. 
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